TRAINING IN BELGIUM
On October 6-8 of 2014 TEMPUSGOVERN project organized project
meeting and training in Belgium,
Leuven University. The purpose of the
training

was

to

bring

together

representatives of faculty-level administration

of

partner

Universities

(deans, heads of chairs), as well as
those of the Ministry of Education and
Science, Quality Assurance National organization, Student Association to discuss the challenges
faced by them while compiling modules and academic programs during introduction of Bologna
process, as well as gaining competencies for implementing those processes more effectively not
only with Armenian Universities, but also as a result of experience exchange with representatives
of European Universities.
University of Louvain is guided by the slogan “Equal opportunities for all” and is actively
cooperates with several international
universities and research centers.
Northern University, which was the only
private University among all partners,
was

represented

by

Coordinator of

International projects Nune Srapyan,
Head of Romance-Germanic and Russian
Philology Anahit Alaverdyan, and Head
of the Chair of Law Ani Khechoyan.
The purpose of the training was to introduce mechanisms of compiling master programs course
guides. And as a result of the training participants have brought that experience and exchanged

with colleagues from their chairs sharing all important information, new methods and approaches
with them during in-house training organized at Northern University afterwards.
Course guides should promote studentcentered education and contribute to
student mobility.
Participants from each University had
been given an assignment to submit any
course guide in English which should be
used during ongoing discussions at
training.
Our delegates had submitted “Basic English”
intended for Philology qualification of the
Faculty of Foreign languages. During the
discussions similarities, as well as differences
were identified, as expected. After discussing
submitted course guides European partners
represented a sample developed by them and
gave an assignment to change and to possibly
conform all the programs.

